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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce and study a class of generalized vector variational-like 
inequality problems in fuzzy environment. Under suitable conditions, we get the existence of the 
solution  to  the generalized vector variational like inequalities in fuzzy environment by using the 
known Fan-KKM theorem.  

Introduction 
Since the 1960s, there have been many literatures on the variational inequality problems attracting 

more and more attention. The concept of fuzzy set has penetrated almost all branches of mathematics 
ever since the introduction of fuzzy sets by L.A.Zaden [11].  In 1989, Zhang and Zhu[2] introduced 
the concept of variational inequality for fuzzy mapping in abstract space and investigated the 
existence problem of solutions to some class of variational inequalities for fuzzy mapping. Zhang et 
al. applied maximal element lemma[1] to prove the existence of the solutions to the generalized 
vector variational inequality problem in 2014. Ahmad et al. [7] obtained the existence theorem for the 
fuzzy mixed vector F-variational inequalities. Ding et al. [8] studied about fuzzy generalized vector 
variational inequalities and complementarity problem.  Khan et al. [9] studied about a fuzzy extension 
of generalized multivalued η-mixed vector variational-like inequalities on locally convex Hausdoff 
topological vector spaces. 

Inspired and motivated by the above research work, by making use of the Fan - KKM theorem, we 
prove the existence theorems of the solution to the generalized vector variational-like inequalities in 
fuzzy environment. The results obtained here extend the corresponding results of [1].   

Preliminaries 
In this paper, let Z  be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space, E  be a Hausdorff 

topological vector space. ),( ZEL  denotes the space of all continuous linear operators from E  to 
Z , xl,  denotes the evaluation of ),( ZELl ∈  at Ex ∈ . If ),( ZEL  is equipped with  σ -topology, 
we know that ),( ZEL  becomes a locally convex space from the Corollary in the literature [3]. It 
follows from Ding and Tarafdar [4], the bilinear mapping ZEZEL →×⋅⋅ ),(:, is continuous. Let K  

be a nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff topological vector space E , ZKC 2: →  be a set-valued 
mapping such that for any ZxCKx ⊂∈ )(, is a closed pointed convex cone and 

).()(int KxxC ∈∀≠ φ  Partial order relation in Z  is defined with the convex cone )(xC as follows : 
.,),( 21122)(1 ZyyxCyyyy xC ∈∀∈−⇔≤ Let ,: EKK →×θ ,: KKg → ZKK →×:η , 
),(),(),(),(: ZELZELZELZELN →××  be four single-valued mappings. Let 

)),((:,, ZELfKTSM →  be three fuzzy mappings on ),(2 ZEL , and let [ ]1,0:,, →Kcba  be three 
real functions. 
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Definition 2.1(i)The generalized vector variational-like inequality problem in fuzzy 
environment(for short, denoted by GVVLIFE) is to find  Kx ∈ , )()()( )(,)(,)( xcxxbxxax TwSvMu ∈∈∈  
such that 

.),(int)),(())(,(),,,( KyxCyxgxgywvuN ∈∀−∉+ηθ  
(ii)If )())(,( xgyxgy −=θ , KKyx ×∈∀ ),( , then the GVVLIFE is reduced to the generalized 

vector variational inequality problem in fuzzy environment(for short, denoted by GVVIFE): 
Find Kx ∈ , )()()( )(,)(,)( xcxxbxxax TwSvMu ∈∈∈  such that 

.),(int)),(()(),,,( KyxCyxgxgywvuN ∈∀−∉+− η  
Definition 2.2[5] Aint denotes interior of A  and coA denotes convex hull of A . Let X  and Y be 

two Hausdorff topological vector spaces, YXG 2: → be set-valued 
mapping, { })(|)(1 xGyXxyG ∈∈=− . 

(i)If )(XG  is compact for any Xx ∈ , then G  is upper semicontinuous at 0x  if and only if for any 
net { } Xx ⊂α  such that xx →α  and if any )( αα xGy ∈ , there exists )( 00 xGy ∈  and a subset 
{ } { }αβ yy ⊂  such that 0yy →β . 

(ii) G  is lower semicontinuous at 0x  if and only if for any net { } Xx ⊂α  with xx →α ,and for any 
)(xGy ∈ , there exist a net { }αy  such that )( αα xGy ∈  and yy →α . 

(iii) G  is closed, if for any net { } Xx ⊂α  and xx →α , any net { } Yy ⊂α , such that yy →α  and 
)( αα xGy ∈  for any α , then we have )(xGy ∈ , it says that G  have closed set. If the graph of 

G , { })(:),()( xGyYXyxGGr ∈×∈=  is closed in YX × . 
Definition 2.3 Let X  and Y  be Hausdorff topological vector space, and )(: YfXT →  be a 

fuzzy mapping, T  is said to have fuzzy set-valued, if )(YTx  is upper semicontinuous on YX ×  as a 
real ordinary function.  

Lemma 2.4 Let K  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hausdorff topological vector 
space X , E be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hausdorff topological vector space .Y  Let 

[ ]1,0: →Xa  be a lower semicontinuous function. Let )(: EfKT →  be a fuzzy mapping such that 
φ≠)()( xaxT for any Xx∈ , EKT 2:~

→  be a multifunction defined by )()(~
xaxTT = . If T is a closed 

set- valued mapping, then T~ is a closed multifunction . 
Definition 2.5 Let ZKKf →×:1  be a mapping. It is said to be convex in the second argument if 

and only if for any Kx ∈ , we have 
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Similarly, we can give the definition of convexity of the mapping  in the first argument.  
Difinition 2.6 Let ZKKf →×:1  be a mapping. It is said to be affine in the first argument if and 

only if for any Kx ∈ , we have 
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Similarly, we can give the affine definition of  in the second argument. 
Definition 2.7(KKM mapping) Let X  be a Hausdorff topological vector space. XE ⊂  be a 

nonempty subset. Let XEF 2: →  be set-valued mapping, F  is said to be a KKM mapping, if 

{ } )(,
1

1 xFxxco
n

i
n UL

=

⊂  for every finite subset { }nxx L,1  in X . 

Lemma 2.8[6](Fan-KKM theorem) Let X be a Hausdorff topological vector space, E  be a 
nonempty subset in X . Let XEF 2: →  be a KKM mapping and )(xF  be closed for every Xx ∈ , 
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and there exists a Ex ∈*  such that )( *xF  be compact, then φ≠
∈

)(xF
Ex

I . 

Definition 2.9 Let K  be a nonempty compact convex subset, ),,( ηθN  is said to be locally 
non-positive respect to ),,,( gTSM  at Kx ∈0 , if there exists a neighbourhood )( 0xV  of 0x  and a 
point )(int 00 xVKy I∈ , such that )()()( )(,)(,)( xcxxbxxax TwSvMu ∈∈∈  and  

).(),()),(())(,(),,,( 000 xbdVKxxCyxgxgywvuN ∩∈∀−∈+ηθ  
If EEg →:  is the identity mapping, we say that ),,( ηθN  is locally non-positive at Kx ∈0  

respect to ),,( TSM ,  if there exists a neighbourhood )( 0xV  of 0x  and a point )(int 00 xVKy I∈ , 
such that )()()( )(,)(,)( xcxxbxxax TwSvMu ∈∈∈  and  

).(),(),(),(),,,( 000 xbdVKxxCyxxywvuN ∩∈∀−∈+ηθ  

Existence of the GVVLIFE 
Theorem 3.1 Let Z  be a locally convex Hausdorff space, K  be a nonempty convex subset of a 

Hausdorff topological vector space ,E  ),( ZEL  be a space equipped with σ -topology. Let 
),(2:~,~,~ ZELKTSM →  be three upper semicontinuous compact-valued mappings that be induced by 

fuzzy mapping  ),((:,, ZELfKTSM → , respectively , that is, 
,)()(~,)()(~,)()(~

)()()( xcxxbxxax TxTSxSMxM ===  for any Kx ∈ . Let ,: ZKK →×η ,: EKK →×θ  
,: KKg → ),(),(),(),(: ZELZELZELZELN →××  be four single-valued mappings. 

If the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i)η  is convex in the second argument and continuous in the first argument, and 0)),(( =xxgη  for 

any Kx ∈ ; 
(ii)θ is affine in the first argument and continuous in the second argument, and 0))(,( =xgxθ  for 

any Kx ∈ ; 
(iii) g  is continuous and affine; 

(iv) ZKC 2: →  is a multifunction such that  for any ZxCKx ⊂∈ )(, is a closed pointed convex 
cone and ∅≠)(int xC , and ZKG 2: → is a multifunction defined by ))(int(\)( xCZxG −=   for any 

Kx ∈ ; 
(v) there exsits a nonempty compact subset A  of K  and a nonempty compact convex subset B of 

K  such that for any AKx \∈ , By ∈ , and 
),(int)),(())(,(),,,( xCyxgxgywvuN −∈+ηθ  

where .)(,)(,)( )()()( xcxxbxxax TwSvMu ∈∈∈  Then the GVVLIFE has a solution. 

Proof. Let KKP 2: →  be a set valued mapping and defined by as follows: 
{ } .,)(int)),(())(,(),,,(|)( KyxCyxgxgywvuNKxyP ∈∀−∉+∈= ηθ  

It is obvious that any )(* yPx
Ky

I
∈

∈  is a solution to the GVVLIFE, so we only need to prove that 

φ≠
∈

)( yP
Ky

I . 

First, we prove that )( yP  is closed for any Ky ∈ . Let the net { } )( yPx ⊂α  be  such that xx →α . 
Since K  is closed, then .Kx ∈  It follows from )(yPx ∈α  for any α  that 

),(int)),(())(,(),,,( ααα ηθ xCyxgxgywvuN −∉+  
which implies  

).(int\)()),(())(,(),,,( αααα ηθ xCZxGyxgxgywvuN −=⊆+  
From Conditions (ii) and (iii) that 
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).),(())(,(),,,()),(())(,(),,,( yxgxgywvuNyxgxgywvuN ηθηθ αα +→+  
In view of Condition (iv), we have 

).(int)),(())(,(),,,( xCyxgxgywvuN −∉+ηθ  
Then )( yP  is closed. Again by Condition (v), we have .)( AyP ⊆  Thus )( yP  is compact subset of 
A . 

Next, we prove that P  is a KKM mapping. Suppose that there exists a finite subset 

{ }nyyy ,,, 21 L  of K , ),,2,1(0 niti L=≥ , 1
1

=∑
=

n

i
it , such that )(

11

*
i

n

i

n

i
ii yPyty U

==
∉= ∑ , which means 

that 
).(int)),(())(,(),,,( *** yCyygygywvuN ii −∈+ηθ                            (1) 

It follows from Conditions (i) and (ii), we have  
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which implies that 

).(int)()),(())(,(),,,( ***

1

* yCyCyygtygywvuN i

n

i
ii −∈−+ ∑

=

ηθ  

Noting 0))(,( ** =ygyθ , so we get )(int)()),(( ***

1
yCyCyygt i

n

i
i −∈−∑

=

η , which contradicts with 

0)),(( ** =yygη . So P  is a KKM mapping. By Lemma 2.8, φ≠
∈

)(xP
Kx

I ,  the GVVLIFE  has a 

solution, which completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.2 Let Z  be a locally convex Hausdorff space, K  be a nonempty convex subset of a 

Hausdorff topological vector space ,E  ),( ZEL  be a space equipped with σ -topology. Let 
),(2:~,~,~ ZELKTSM →  be three upper semicontinuous compact valued mappings that be induced by 

fuzzy mapping  ),((:,, ZELfKTSM → , respectively that ,)()(~,)()(~
)()( xbxxax SxSMxM ==  

,)()(~
)(xcxTxT =  for any Kx ∈ .Let ,: ZKK →×η ,:,: KKgEKK →→×θ  

),(),(),(),(: ZELZELZELZELN →××  be four single-valued mappings. 
If the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i)η  is convex in the second argument and continuous in the first argument, and 0)),(( =xxgη  for 
any Kx ∈ ; 

(ii) g  is continuous and affine, 0)( =− xgx  for any Kx ∈ ; 

(iii) ZKC 2: →  is convex and ZKG 2: → is defined that ))(int(\)( xCZxG −=  is closed for any 
Kx ∈ ; 

(iv)there exsits a nonempty compact subset A  of K  and a nonempty compact convex subset B of 
K  such that for any AKx \∈ , By ∈  and  

),(int)),(()(),,,( xCyxgxgywvuN −∈+− η  
where )()()( )(,)(,)( xcxxbxxax TwSvMu ∈∈∈ . Then the GVVIFE has a solution. 

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, so it is omitted, then completing the proof.  
Theorem 3.3 Let Z  be a locally convex Hausdorff space, K  be a nonempty convex subset of a 

Hausdorff topological vector space ,E  ),( ZEL  be a space equipped with σ -topology. Let 
),(2:~,~,~ ZELKTSM →  be three upper semicontinuous compact valued mappings that be induced by 

fuzzy mapping  ),((:,, ZELfKTSM → , respectively that  
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,)()(~,)()(~
)()( xbxxax SxSMxM == ,)()(~

)( xcxTxT =  for any Kx ∈ .Let ,: ZKK →×η  
,:,: KKgEKK →→×θ ),(),(),(),(: ZELZELZELZELN →××  be four single-valued 

mappings. If the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) 0))(,( =xgxθ , 0)),(( =xxgη , Kx ∈∀ ; 
(ii)θ ,η  and g are continuous; 
(iii)θ  is affine in the first argument,η  is convex in the second argument; 
(iv) ZKG 2: → is defined that ))(int(\)( xCZxG −= is closed for any Kx ∈ ; 
(v) ),,( ηθN  is said to be locally non-positive respect to ),,,( gTSM  at Kx ∈0 and there exists a 

nonempty compact convex subset )( 0xVKB I⊆ , By ∈0 , such that     
,\))((),(int)),(())(,(),,,( 000 BxVKxxCyxgxgywvuN I∈∀−∈+ηθ  

where .)(,)(,)( )()()( xcxxbxxax TwSvMu ∈∈∈  Then there is a solution in the neighbourhood )( 0xV  of 

x , that is, there exists )( 0
* xVKx I∈  such that  

,),(int)),(())(,(),,,( 00
**

0 KyxCyxgxgywvuN ∈∀−∉+ηθ  

where )()()( )(,)(,)( xcxxbxxax TwSvMu ∈∈∈ . 
Proof. Since E  is a Hausdorff topological vector space, θ  and g  are locally non-positive about 

g  at Kx ∈0 .Without loss of generality,we can suppose that )( 0xV  is closed and convex, by 
Theorem 3.1, we know that the GVVLIFE has a solution in )( 0xVK I , that is, there exists 

)( 0
* xVKx I∈  such that 

   ).(),(int)),(())(,(),,,( 0
*** xVKyxCyxgxgywvuN I∈∀−∉+ηθ                  (3) 

Next, we prove that exists )( 0
* xVKx I∈  such that 

.),(int)),(())(,(),,,( *** KyxCyxgxgywvuN ∈∀−∉+ηθ  

If )(int 0
* xVKx I∈ , then *

0 )( xxV −  is a neighbourhood of the origin and so it is absorbing. For 
any Ky ∈ , there exists )1,0(∈α  such that *

0
* )()( xxVxy −∈−α , which means that 

KxVxyy I)()1( 0
* ∈−+= ααα . From (3), we get that 

 ).(int)),(())(,(),,,( *** xCyxgxgywvuN −∉+ αα ηθ                               (4) 
Since θ  is affine in the first argument,η  is convex in the second argument,we have 

[ ]
[ ] ).()),(())(,(),,,()1(

)),(())(,(),,,(

)),(())(,(),,,(

*****

**

**

xCxxgxgxwvuN

yxgxgywvuN

yxgxgywvuN

−+−

++∈

+

ηθα

ηθα

ηθ αα

 

By Condition (i), we get 

 [ ] ).()),(())(,(),,,(

)),(())(,(),,,(
***

**

xCyxgxgywvuN

yxgxgywvuN

−+∈

+

ηθα

ηθ αα                                        (5) 

Noting that  
).(int)),(())(,(),,,( *** xCyxgxgywvuN −∉+ηθ                                         (6) 

In fact, if not, by (5), we get 

[ ]
),(int)()(int
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***

**
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+
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which contradicts with (4), so (6) holds. 
If )( 0

* xbdVKx I∈ , ),,( ηθN  is said to be locally non-positive respect to ),,,( gTSM , then there 
exists )(int 00 xVKz I∈  such that 

).()),(())(,(),,,( *
0

**
0 xCzxgxgzwvuN −∈+ηθ                                       (7) 

Similarly, for any Ky ∈ ,there exists )1,0(∈β  such that 000 )()( zxVzy −∈−β . Then 
KxVzyz I)()1( 00 ∈−+= βββ . It follows from (3) that 

).(int)),(())(,(),,,( *** xCzxgxgzwvuN −∉+ ββ ηθ                                 (8) 
Since θ  is affine in the first argument,η  is convex in the second argument,we have 

  [ ]
[ ]

[ ] ).(),(())(,(),,,(

)()),(())(,(),,,()1(

),(())(,(),,,(

)),(())(,(),,,(

***

*
0

**
0

**

**

xCyxgxgywvuN

xCzxgxgzwvuN

yxgxgywvuN

zxgxgzwvuN

−+∈

−+−

++∈

+

ηθβ

ηθβ

ηθβ

ηθ ββ

                              (9) 

In addition, noting that  
).(int)),(())(,(),,,( *** xCyxgxgywvuN −∉+ηθ                                   (10) 

In fact, if not, then by (9), we get  

[ ]
),(int)()(int

)()),(())(,(),,,(

)),(())(,(),,,(

***

***

**

xCxCxC

xCyxgxgywvuN

zxgxgzwvuN

−=−−⊆

−+⊆

+

ηθβ

ηθ ββ

 

which contradicts with (5), so (10) holds, the proof is completed. 
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